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SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY TRACKING
STATE OF THE ART AND TRENDS

Gerhard Mayer,
DFVLR Applied Data Syst. Div., Wessling, Fed. Rep of Germany

Abstract:

Telemetry Tracking is a method of obtaining trajectory information regarding any flying
body such as an aircraft, missile, satellite, balloon or a deep space probe which signals or
“marks” its flight position by an electromagnetic radiating source.

In a trade-off of costs it is an attractive way to combine Telemetry, Tracking and
Command (TTC) facilities into one integrated system on board a spacecraft and with the
ground receiving and tracking facilities.

The present state of the art of Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) and Angle
Measuring Equipment (AME) integrated with telemetry systems is reviewed. The further
development will be mainly stimulated by the technology evolution of frequency and time
reference sources, microwave components and information processing systems. An
attempt is made to analyse which way the growth of technology will influence various
system parameters.

INTRODUCTION

The term Tracking in aerospace terminology describes the general problem of determining
a vehicle’s position and velocity relative to a reference coordinate system. Three types of
data are used for this purpose:

– Angle Data, derived from the incident wave of the arriving radio signal,

– Doppler Data, the change of the observed RF carrier, frequency due to the vehicle’s
velocity with respect to the earth station,

– Range Data, the measured distance between the radiating source and the point of
signal reception.



At the dawn of the Space Age, tracking was the domain of the RADAR. Along the way,
complex data and tracking systems of such diverse nature were developed for use on-
board and on the ground that it become necessary to reappraise the economics, in
particular to find a more efficient way of using the available RF spectrum. Today
Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) Services have been incorporated into a unified
system employing only one single RF carrier in each direction.

The Unified S-Band System Concept, originally used in the Mars Mariner Mission in 1964,
was adopted by the Apollo Manned Spacecraft Program and has become a worldwide
standard in space operations. At present this technique has been further developed, and
services have been introduced supporting space communications in the S, X and K-bands.

Powerful ground networks like NASA’s STDN, DSN and ESA’s ESTRACK have been
installed. Data Relay Satellites extend the limited coverage of the ground stations, and
navigation satellite systems like the Global Positioning System will have revolutionizing
impacts, when it is fully operational.

So far, the data acquisition and signal processing activities have been primarily
accomplished on ground. From the middle of the next decade with a Space Station orbiting
as a permanent multipurpose facility, accompanied by various low-earth platforms and
space transportation shuttles, their combined data output must be served, requiring an
extremely powerful unified end-to-end data System architecture (1).

On-line guidance and tracking capabilities with an increasing demand for autonomous on-
board systems will be called for, especially to control the orbits of various spacecrafts and
critical operations like rendezvouz and docking manoeuvres.

Interplanetary missions will call for a higher orbital precision to fly complex missions for
deep space exploration,

In the following pages the performance of the present state-of-the-art unified techniques
for spacecraft tracking will be reviewed and a prediction of trends given.

PRESENT STATE OF THE ART

Ranging Techniques

2-way Range Data are obtained by modulating the earth-to-space RF carrier with an
appropriately designed ranging signal. The space vehicle retransmits this signal to the 



ground, reconstructing it before retransmittal. There it is correlated with the transmitted
signal to measure the time delay due to the round-trip transmission time according Fig. 1:

with c ... speed of light, * t ... delay time, f  ... modulated ranging frequency and *n ...m

phase delay of a continous wave signal.

The statistic variance of the phase noise for a coherent demodulated signal is
approximately

with  ... ranging signal-to-noise density and B ... channel bandwith.

The compatibility with telemetry and command data streams favoures the application of
CW-ranging signals, fixed or swept sinusoidal or square wave tones, digitally coded
Pseudo Noise (PN) and rapid acquisition Binary Optimum Range (BINOR) signals.

Standard Ground Networks support the traditional Side Tone Techniques with a major
tone of 100 KHz, minor tone frequencies between 16 and 20 KHz for ambiguity resolution
and further PN binary encoded ambiguity resolving codes with a length between 2  - 22  21

periods, modulated on a sinusoidal tone frequency between 100 KHz and 3 MHz /2/.

The resulting range data inclusive systematic and statistic error components introduced by
bias, phase fluctuation, signal quantization, ionosphere and troposphere have an accuracy
of better than 10 meters rms for a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB with a resolution of 0,5
meter, when a standard ESA/NASA S-Band Phase Coherent Transponder is used on
board.

Doppler Techniques

Range data are particularly useful for quickly determining the position of a space vehicle in
orbit, while doppler data are more valuable in measuring changing velocities during
manoeuvres and in establishing accurate orbits where precise curve fitting is possible.



The received frequency on ground inclusive relativistic effects will be

f  ... on board transmitted frequency,  ...T relative velocity, C ... speed of light.

One-Way Doppler (f  = f  - f ) observation was earlier used for rough trajectory fittingD  R  T

calculations or for short term missions mainly. As flight qualified high-stable frequency
sources are now becoming available at reasonable costs, this technique will become more
attractive /3/.

The present standard two-way doppler technique maintaines coherence of the uplink
frequency through the transponder:

G is the transponder factor (221/240 S-Band Standard).

The DFVLR Near Earth-15 m S-band station e.g. gives an accuracy of 1 mm/s with a
sampling interval of 10 sec at a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB for the carrier phase-lock
loop and a resolution of approx. 0,1 mm/s (4).

Direction Sensing

Angular information can significantly improve the precision of spacecraft position
determination and the accuracy of the orbit prediction. The downlink carrierfrequency is
used and its direction is sensed, and does not require any modification of the signal
structure.

Interferometric direction finding equipment actually measures the cosine of the angle
between a fixed antenna baseline and the target S.



Generally the difference in travelled way and electrical phase of the arriving spherical
wave at the antennas A , A  of a single-base system is according Fig. 2:x  y

if R is much longer than D the phase difference M is proportional to the direction cosine 2

The total differential of 2 divided by cos 2

shows that the precision is affected by frequency noise, phase noise and fluctuations of the
baseline length. In high resolution angle measurement equipment (AME), D is a multiple
of the wavelength 8 (e.g. an board applications 3, short baselines 10... 10.000,
intercontinental bases 250.000.000!).

Care is therefore needed to resolve the inherent ambiguity, either by operating
simultaneously a coarse and fine resolution array of antennas, or by using different
frequencies at the same time, or a swept-frequency over the time interval or a reference
information gained from other sources or systems. The main constraints of the angle
sensing precision are systematic or of statistical nature introduced by frequency sources
(stability and noise), phase instabilities of electronic components, atmospheric delay and
diffraction, in addition to fluctuations of baseline length due to environmental conditions,
multipath effects and signal-to-noise ratio of the correlated signals.

In modern “state-of-the-art” hetherodyne receivers, the RF signals are converted to a lower
intermediate frequency for phase correlation, either simultaneously in phase-synchronized
parallel channels or time-multiplex over one channel.

MINITRAC was the first VHF instrument for satellite tracking on 136 MHz, designed
with fixed hemispherical low gain antenna arrays with 75E elevation coverage and a field
of antenna baselines for ambiguity resolution (D/ 8 = 3,5 and 4) and fine bases (D/8 = 57).
It enables an angle measurement within 20" at zenith, if carefully calibrated and operated.
DFVLR’s VHF-Interferometer with steerable high-gain antennas (22 dB) controlled by a
coarse tracking antenna, was specified for to give a precision of 4"  (D/8 = 57). A mobile
UHF Interferometer for sounding rocket trajectory plotting (240 MHz, D/8 = 16) was
developed at DFVLR around the same time (5).



The ionospheric influence (signal delay and refraction) diminshes with the square of the
operating frequency, and higher frequencies provide at the same baselines a higher
resolution; the trend was thus directed towards the UHF and SHF range.

A well known system in the sixties was AZUSA, providing position, velocity and
acceleration for impact prediction In real time to a distance of 1000 nautical miles. Its
AME part was designed to operate at 5 GHz with baselines of D/ 8 = 80 and 800, with 25
dB dishes controlled by a conical scan tracking radar as a coarse resolution instrument.
The attained resolution was 1" and the precision 2". The frame specifications of those
systems are given in Tab. 1, including also experimental onboard systems.
Surprisingly, interferometer techniques have not been adopted as a standard procedure for
the trakking of low earth orbiting satellites by the present standard ground networks; this is
in contrary to interplanetary missions, where the angular information is acquired to provide
a significant improvement of tracking data.

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is a technique that was pioneered in 1967 by
radio astronomers to study the structure of compact natural (stellar) radio sources.
Beginning in 1971, CALTEC of NASA/JPL began developing VLBI techniques for space
navigation; the Deep Space Network (DSN) Stations Canberra/Australia, Goldstone/US
and Madrid/Spain provide baselines of 8000 to 10.000 km. At each complex there are at
least two 26 m and one 64 m diameter antenna dishes with system noise temperatures 25
to 30 E K operating in S-Band (13 cm) and X-Band (3,8 cm). The operational system is
able to obtain short term variation measurements of deep space targets and give an earth
orientation determination of an accuracy of 0,002" on a daily or a twice daily basis. A
precise knowledge of time epoch offset (ca. 10 ns), true clock offsets (2 - 4 ns), the exact
location of stations (ca. 20 cm) and earth rotational motion (100 us), precession, nutation,
polar motion, plus tropospheric/ionospheric effects are all very essential to reach this high
degree of precision. VLBI can currently increase the accuracy of deep space radio
navigation by a factor of 5, compared to the traditional one and two-way doppler ranging
and velocity techniques. As the round-trip light time is not particularly important, a
geocentric angle determination with an on-board wideband transponder needs only short
passes of data (e.g. 100 sec.). DSN is presently able to present the results of a position
measurement within 24 hours. In the Voyager programme, spacecraft positions were
determined with Doppler methods to 50 km/AU and with VLBI down to 10 km/AU /6/.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

The further development of high resolution tracking systems for navigation purposes has
been mainly stimulated by the evolution of the following technologies.



Microwave and Optoelectronic Components and Systems

There is an undoubted trend to higher operational frequencies to refine the resolution and
precision of systems. Solid-state amplifiers will have yet lower noise figures and lower
distortion; frequency sources will yield more stability, less noise and spurious emissions.
High speed PIN diode switches with low insertion losses will allow the realization of high-
speed multiplexing techniques and the design of lobe sweeping phase array antennas for
multiple target tracking. Mechanical pedestals may be simplified or even removed.
Optoelectronics, namly LASERs, will Improve the calibration capabilities of e.g. the
baseline alignment and supervision of RF interferometers.

Time Keeping and Synchronization

Active Hydrogen Frequency Standards have stabilities of 10  over 1000 seconds and of-15

10  over a day. To make full use of the potential of VLBI, the interferometer phase must-14

be measured with an accuracy of less than I radian over one day. This will require
stabilities of one to two orders of magnitude better than presently available. The research
initiated by Vessot on a supercooled active hydrogen MASER should prove fruitful in
approx. 10 years /7/.

While not designed as a time distribution or synchronization system, the Global
Positioning System (GPS) has become the prime favourite for these functions. The
transmissions of the navigation signals, (presently controlled on-board by a rubidium or
cesium frequency standard) are expected to become one magnitude of time more stable,
when Passive Hydrogen Maser Standards (PHMS) are flown on future GPS satellites.

GPS time transfers suffer from the problem, that the path traversed by the signal from the
satellite to each of 2 stations involved is not symmetric. This may in fact be the ultimate
limitation to the technique due to the systematic errors introduced by the variations in the
local atmosphere.

Communication Satellite Time Transfer has been successfully demonstrated by the
Microwave Time Transfer and Ranging Experiments (MITREX) using earth station
antennas of reasonable size, i.e. 5 meters. Each of the stations using the MITREX
modems, simultaneously transmits its own unique PN code, relayed through the satellite to
the other stations. Each station records the difference between the time of signal
transmission and the time of reception of the other stations. Precision of 0.7 ns have been
obtained in clock synchronization using this technique /8/. The accuracy of these
experiments is presently limited due to the unsymmetry of the signal paths of the satellite
transponder.



Table 2 demonstrates the order of ranging error which can be expected with present flight
qualified frequency oscillators, thus allowing the realization of one-way pseudo-ranging
techniques. Even for mission durations of one year the distance error could be kept in the
range of some kilometers.

Information Processing Systems

On-line processing capabilities will be significantly improved by the availability of digital
parallel processing equipment (e.g. Transputers) and high speed data buses (100 Mbps and
more).

The general availability of high speed digital networks, private and public (e.g. wideband
ISDN) will allow a rapid access to enormous data bases and a fast delivery of processed
information products in near-real time to the end user.

These systems will allow an on-line pre-processing of the raw data stream
(synchronization, error correction, formatting, buffering, clock recovery) data cross
correlation (correlation control, error detection, integration, Fast Fourier Transform) in
order to calculate the cross power spectra from the cross correlation function. Further on-
line computing of the corrected ranging direction or position values, considering systematic
errors like the baseline or internal phase fluctuations, statistical errors like phase
irregularities produced by variations of the refractive index of the atmosphere.

The fast access to large data bases will result in a better modelling of the earth orbital
motion and tropospheric and ionospheric phenomena, etc.. For deep space navigation the
radio source catalogue will be refined and the planetary ephemerides will be improved in a
Quasar-relative coordinate frame. To control this complex procedure of on-line processing
with so many different parameters a powerful Data and Information Management System
(DIMS) will be required.

FUTURE SCENARIO

Ranging and Spread Spectrum Techniques

Spread Spectrum (SS) Techniques offer important advantages for a combination of tasks of
space telecommunications (telemetry, command) and tracking.

In practice PCM-data signals will be phase modulated together with a Pseudo Noise (PN)
sequence, expanding the RF modulation spectrum by the spread factor B/b, with the SS-



signal bandwith B and the data signal bandwith b. This technique offers several advantages
over conventional techniques:

– high resistance against selective interfering signals,

– reduction of influence of multipath signals and transponder intermodulation
products,

– codemultiplex of different transmission channels on one RF channel,

– possibility of data encryption and

– excellent time- and phase resolution.

With respect to the ranging technique the distance resolution is determined by the chip rate
and the capability of ambiguity resolution by the length of the PN-sequence.

The Global Positioning System (GPS), which Is expected to be fully operational in 1991 Is
applying SS-techniques allowing at least 4 simultaneous (one-way) pseudo range
measurements for an on-line position determination, worldwide at any instant (9). The
GPS will allow autonomous navigation of spacecrafts in a low earth orbit. Transponders
are under design to translate the GPS signals from the original L-Band frequencies into the
standard S-band range on-board for an unified downlink transmission of telemetry and
tracking Information. As GPS will probably always have a residual uncertainty of civilian
access, e.g. in an international crisis situation it is doubtful whether it will be ever a
standard in civilian spacecraft control.

The SS-technique has been also adopted to the European Earth Remote Satellite ERS-1,
planned for launch in 1989. The experimental earth observation tasks require a precise
orbit determination of better than 10 cm. An autonomous space-based tracking system for
two-way ranging to unattended ground transponders of fixed location has been realized,
called PRARE (Precise Range and Range Rate Experiment). The S-band and X-band
signals are both modulated by a PN-coded sequence of a maximum period 2  -1 and a14

chiprate of 10 MHz. The time difference of the PN sequence in S and X-band arriving on
ground is measured and retransmitted as corrective data uplink in X-band together with the
coherent PN-code (10). The ranging system of ESA’s high performance geodetic satellite
POPSAT, which is presently in the study phase, is of the PRARE type.



Further applications of SS-ranging are under study for precise satellite-to-satellite tracking
and spacecraft rendezvous and docking manoeuvres in the coming Space Station era. Then
signal transmission will take place at frequencies in the visible range of light applying
LASER technology, which will allow to attain precisions of less than 1 mm in position.

Direction Sensing by RF Interferometry

Angle information can improve the accuracy of spacecraft position determination by
almost one order of magnitude compared to situations where only ranging techniques are
applied. A tough drive is seen therefore in the further improvement of direction sensing
techniques, implementing top-level technology (12).

The move towards operations at higher frequencies will be consequently extended to
realize better angle resolution, as required for approach navigation in space rendezvous
and docking manoeuvres, routine in the Space Station age. Present studies consider
designs either in the sub-millimeter microwave range or in the range of visible light,
allowing enormous baselines at such short wavelengths in spite of the limited physical
dimensions of the spacecraft.

Terrestrial interferometer installations will profit mainly from the progress in data
processing and data transmission techniques. Calibration of systems will be done mostly
autonomously to a better degree and in less time, using in-situ measurements of systematic
phase fluctuations, determination of the tropospheric wet component or the electron
density of the ionospheric propagation path. Accuracies equivalent between to 2 and 5 mm
free space propagation, or to 5 to 15 ps should be achieved.

The present method of data reduction in VLBI systems by processing data from recorded
high density tapes is too complex and time consuming. Future deep space navigation will
need very short reaction times.

To realize this, real-time satellite linked VLBI systems are now under study. In the future
Data Relay Satellites (DRS) with phase-error optimized broadband transponders will allow
a phase connection of several VLBI stations and a time transfer of better I ns. Using
cosmic background Quasars as space reference positions the relative phase may be
determined to 10 . A position determination of 1 km/AU is predicted by the end of the-5

century. The microwave technology will permit a move to higher operational frequency
ranges, from the present S- and X-band (13 resp. 3,8 cm) to the Ka-band (I... 1,5 cm); this
should improve the angular resolution by a factor of 3.

A second generation of geostationary Data Relay Satellites at the beginning of the next
millenium, could carry an inflatable antenna system of say 15 to 25 meters diameter into



orbit as a space VLBI segment for deep space communication and navigation purposes,
such as the proposed QUASAT for radioastronomy research. An artist’s impression Is
shown in Fig. 3.

Table 3 shows the improvement of directional resolution, which may be expected in future.

The navigation of the Galileo spacecraft to Jupiter, where it release an atmospheric entry
probe and perform a close flyby of the Galilean satellite lo will be the next challenge,
followed by various planned missions to the inner and outer solar system (12).
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Fig. 1.  Ranging Principle

Fig. 2 Interferometer Principle, Single Baseline



Tab. 1.  Performance of Realized Radio Interferometers

Tab. 2.  Frequency Stability and Ranging Error



Tab. 3.  VLBI Directional Resolution for 22 = 90EE

Fig. 3.  Data Relay Satellite as Space VLBI Segment


